
  

Crewfit 165N Sport Automatic
Reference# 83403 – 9715BLA

Crewfit 165N Sport Auto
The refined Crewfit 165 Sport is a paramount safety
solution which doesn’t compromise on safety, style,
comfort or price. Ideal for the recreational boater.

The Crewfit 165N Sport is our most compact lifejacket
yet and one of the lightest lifejackets available on the
market today. This is achieved whilst continuing to
include the integral safety features required to ensure
the recreational user remains as safe as possible when
out on the water. The unique bladder shape with light
and hood attachment points is designed to rotate the
wearer into a face-up position - even if unconscious.

All of this, plus the addition of our Fusion 3D technology,
ensures a benchmark product that offers a comfortable
and bespoke fit. The Crewfit 165N Sport is available
in two automatic variants, with and without safety
harness.

 Facts 

EXOLOK provides a clear indication if the cylinder moves, becomes unscrewed or is tampered with
The fusion 3D construction ensures an ergonomic shape for comfort and freedom of movement
Attachment points for Crewsaver Surface Light and Spray Hood
Soft loop D-ring for attaching safety line (on version with harness)
With crotch strap and lifting becket
Quick Burst Zipper for safe inflation
Robust outer cover for durability
UML MK5 operating head with short profile 33g CO2 cylinder
Buckle adjuster to accomodate a range of sizes
ISO 12402-3 (150N) approved



Product Detail
Lifejacket Lifejacket work

Type of PFD/class Inflatable lifejacket 150N

Area of application Shipping

Buoyancy Minimum 150N

Adjustments Crotch Strap
 Waist adjustment

Fit / Ergonomics Ergonomic
 Fusion 3D Design

Colour Black

Reflective material IMO Solas

Bladder construction Symmetrical with chin support

Firing mechanism Water activated, UML Auto MK 5

Lifting becket/loop Yes

Whistle Yes

Emergency light IMO Solas, water activated

Inspection facility for inflation mechanism Yes, inspection window in transparent foil

Buckle Plastic buckle with quick release functionality

Cover closure Zipper with Quick Burst functionality

Compatibility Yes, ISO with ISO suit

CO₂-cylinder(s) 33g CO₂ (1pc)

Service interval (standard) 1 year (professional use)
 2 year (leisure)

Certifications ISO ISO 12402-3 Lifejackets for offshore conditions (150N)

Weight 0,9 kg with plastic buckle/1,0 kg with safety harness

Crotch strap Single

Cylinder security system Yes, EXOLOK

Waist belt min-max length Min 75 cm - max 155 cm

Certificates

ISO 12402-3 150N
Cert
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